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Abstract: Photoalignment materials, such as the azobenzene-based PAAD series studied here,
are becoming increasingly important in liquid crystal-based optical devices and displays. Yet
their properties and, in particular, their response to light, are still not fully understood. We
investigate, experimentally and theoretically, the photoinduced birefringence, the order parameter
and the formation of surface relief gratings, as well as the diffraction caused by them. We show
that some of the azobenzene PAAD materials are suitable for the formation of surface relief
gratings with high modulation depth, while others exhibit strong photoinduced birefringence.
The two effects are inversely correlated: the stronger the surface relief grating is, the weaker is
photoinduced birefringence. Analytical formulas based on the Raman-Nath approximation and
numerical simulations of Maxwell’s equations are used to quantify the diffraction caused by the
induced diffraction gratings, showing excellent agreement between theory and experiment.
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1. Introduction

Controlled surface-mediated alignment of anisotropic materials is the key element behind the
operation of essentially all liquid crystal (LC) devices [1–3]. The most conventional LC alignment
technique is mechanical rubbing of the surfaces of the LC cell with a suitable material such as
velvet fabric, to induce nanoscopic grooves that anchor the LC molecules to the direction of
the grooves [4–6]. The rubbing method is convenient and actively used in the liquid crystal
display (LCD) industry, but the physical contact required renders the technique susceptible to
defects arising from, e.g., debris and static charges. Moreover, rubbing cannot be applied within
closed volumes, nor is it suitable for obtaining complex LC alignment patterns required, e.g.,
in diffractive waveplates [7]. These drawbacks can be addressed via photoalignment, in which
thin photosensitive layers are used to control the LC alignment in response to irradiation with
polarized light [8–11]. Photoalignment has huge potential in various photonic technologies
[12,13]. At the same time, the process can be sensitive to environmental cues such as humidity
[14]. To fully utilize the photoalignment technology, it is important to increase the library
of available photoalignment materials and techniques [15,16], and to understand in detail the
photoresponsive properties of those already available.

Among the wealth of photoalignment materials available, azobenzene-containing small
molecules and polymers constitute an important class [17–20]. The underlying phenomenon
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behind essentially all photoinduced effects in azobenzene-containing systems is the photochemical
isomerization between the thermodynamically stable trans form and the metastable cis form
under irradiation with UV or visible light, depending on the molecular structure [21,22]. From
the perspective of LC photoalignment, the ability of azobenzene-containing thin films to undergo
orientational redistribution in response to irradiation with polarized light [10,23] is particularly
relevant. The net effect of prolonged illumination of such films is the preferential alignment of
the long axes of the azobenzene molecules perpendicular to the polarization of incident light
[24]. This preferential alignment is transmitted to the liquid crystals and has been used to
create a wealth of dynamic photonic elements such as optical switches, polarization gratings and
waveplates [25–31].

Many of the above-mentioned optical elements are obtained by periodic patterning of the
photoalignment layer (and as a result, the molecular director of the LC) with laser interference
patterns. However, the laser interference patterns are also known to invoke macroscopic mass
migration into azobenzene-containing thin films, resulting in the formation of surface-relief
gratings (SRGs) [32,33]. These temporally stable topographic structures can be hundreds of
nanometers in modulation height and they can be superposed [34,35], erased [36,37], and
rewritten [38], showing promise for applications in photonics and microfabrication [39,40].
There are also reports on SRGs dictating the alignment of LCs [41,42], but they have not been
reported in the context of commonly used, commercially available photoalignment materials.
While in some cases it can be beneficial to suppress the SRG formation [43], SRG-forming
photoalignment layers could provide interesting perspectives towards synergistic use of SRGs and
orientational redistribution in controlling the LC alignment. Prior to this, it would be important
to understand whether (and under which conditions) SRGs form on the photoalignment layers,
and to analyze the role of the SRG formation and the orientational redistribution in their overall
diffraction signal [44–46].

Herein, we study the photoinduced birefringence, order parameter and SRG formation on
different azobenzene-based PAAD photoalignment materials [47–49], proprietary materials
provided to us by the manufacturer (BEAM Co., Orlando, FL) that are used in a wealth
of applications ranging from transparent planar optics [30] to structurally colored [50] and
photoactuable [51] liquid crystalline networks. We study PAAD layers of different thicknesses,
from sub-100 nm to approximately 300 nm, and show that SRG formation indeed takes place. In
some materials, such as PAAD-52, the SRG amplitude even exceeds the original film thickness.
We also study the relationship between photoinduced anisotropy and the SRG formation efficiency,
indicating that they are inversely correlated: the materials with efficient SRG formation tendency
yield modest photoinduced anisotropy and vice versa. Finally, we perform an in depth analysis
of the PAAD film diffraction efficiency. We verify the diffraction efficiency measurements
by comparing them to predicted values based on the Raman-Nath model and on numerical
simulations of Maxwell’s equations.

2. Methods

PAAD films with thicknesses ranging from 90 to 270 nm were prepared by dissolving a series of
commercially available photoalignment materials (PAAD-22B, PAAD-22C, PAAD-22D, PAAD-
22E, PAAD-22N, PAAD-23W, PAAD-33W, PAAD-52 and PAAD-72) in dimethylformamide
(DMF) with concentrations of typically 7 wt-%, depending somewhat on the solubility of the
PAAD in question. The solutions were filtered twice through a 0.02 µm PTFE membrane filter
and spin-coated onto pre-cleaned glass substrates. The coatings were then heated to 80 °C to
remove any residual solvent. The film thickness was determined using a stylus profilometer
(Veeco Dektak). The quality of the coatings and the presence of crystallinity were evaluated by
optical microscopy.
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Photoinduced birefringence was measured by placing the sample between crossed polarizers and
illuminating with a linearly polarized pump beam (488 nm, Ar+) at an intensity of approximately
100 mW/cm2 to align the azobenzene units perpendicular to the polarization of the irradiation
beam. A laser diode with an emission wavelength of 820 nm was used as the probe beam, which
is outside the absorption spectrum of the samples. The polarizer and analyzer were aligned ±45◦
with respect to the pump beam to maximize the transmitted signal. Birefringence was determined
by measuring the temporal variation of the signal before, during and after irradiation with the
pump beam. Absolute birefringence was calculated as a function of the transmitted signal using
the following equation [52],

∆n =
λ

πd
arcsin

[︄(︃
I(t)
I0

)︃ 1
2
]︄

, (1)

where I0 is the measured signal without sample and with parallel polarizers, d is the thickness of
the film, ∆n is the PAAD birefringence and λ is the wavelength of the probe beam. To erase the
induced birefringence, the sample was illuminated with circularly polarized light by placing a
quarter-wave plate between the pump beam and the sample.

Photoinduced dichroism was studied with an optical setup that consists of a linearly polarized
pump beam, a white light probe beam (with low enough intensity not to isomerize the azobenzene
molecules), and two fiber-optic spectrometers. The wavelength of the pump beam used was
either 365 nm or 457 nm, depending on the wavelength of maximum absorbance of the studied
material. The samples were irradiated with the pump beam until saturation. The probe beam
passing through the sample was split into two beams by a beam splitter (BS). The absorbance
of each beam was measured using spectrometers with polarizers (P), one parallel and the other
perpendicular to the polarization of the pump beam, so that the parallel and perpendicular
absorbances could be measured in real time. The order parameter is expressed as

S =
|A∥ − A⊥ |

A∥ + 2A⊥

, (2)

where A∥ and A⊥ is the absorbance parallel and perpendicular to the polarization of the activating
light, respectively.

Surface-relief gratings were inscribed on the samples with circularly polarized light (yielding
a polarization modulation pattern) using the Lloyd’s mirror setup [53], where the interference
pattern is created by coinciding two halves of an expanded laser beam (one impinging directly on
the material surface and the other reflecting from the mirror) on the sample surface. The setup
uses a 488 nm argon laser beam for irradiation at an intensity of 250 mW/cm2. The periodicity
of the surface relief grating can be expressed as

Λ =
λ

2 sin(θ)
, (3)

where Λ is the resulting grating period, λ is the wavelength of the laser beam, and θ is the angle
between the incident beam and the sample normal. Thus, the periodicity can be easily varied by
changing the angle θ. All the diffraction efficiency data reported here used gratings with Λ =
1 µm. A p-polarized probe beam from a HeNe laser at a wavelength of 632.8 nm was used to
measure the diffraction efficiency over time by monitoring the first diffraction order with a power
meter. The diffraction efficiency was calculated using the ratio between the power of the first
diffraction versus the power of the incident beam.

3. Results and discussion

Depending on the PAAD in question, the photoalignment layers absorb from UV all the way to
yellow wavelengths, providing the possibility to use a wide range of light sources (the absorption
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spectra of PAAD-22 and PAAD-72 are given as examples in Fig. 1(a), as they are the more
easily available PAAD materials). Irradiation with linearly polarized light within the absorption
band induces photoisomerization of the azobenzene moieties and resultant alignment of the
chromophores perpendicular to the polarization of the incident light, giving rise to birefringence
and dichroism. The obtained birefringence varied greatly between the studied PAAD materials.
For example, for PAAD-22 birefringence of ∆n ≃ 0.18 was measured, while for PAAD-72 the
value was only ∆n ≃ 0.04 (Fig. 1(b)). In fact, relatively high birefringence was achieved only for
PAAD-22 and PAAD-22B (0.18 and 0.13, respectively), whereas most of the samples showed
∆n values below 0.1. This result is in agreement with with our earlier work [49]. The low
birefringence values of PAAD 22D, E and N were indirectly obtained from diffraction efficiency
measurements from their very thin, spin-coated films, namely 20 to 70 nm [49] with ∆n varying
between 0.001-0.05. For all materials, the birefringence could be erased using circularly polarized
light (Fig. 1(b)).
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Fig. 1. The absorption spectra (a) and photoinduced birefringence curves (b) for PAAD-22
and PAAD-72. The birefringence is inscribed with linearly polarized and erased with
circularly polarized laser beam. Polarized absorption spectra before and after irradiation for
PAAD-22 (c) and PAAD-72 (d). A∥ and A⊥ denote the absorbances parallel and perpendicular
to the polarization of the excitation beam. The time dynamics of the photoinduced dichroism
at λmax = 372 nm for PAAD-22 (e) and at λmax = 433 for PAAD-72 (f).

Figure 1(c) and 1(d) show the polarized absorption spectra for PAAD-22 and PAAD-72,
respectively, before and after irradiation (20 min of irradiation, followed by 5 min of relaxation).
Figure 1(e) and 1(f) show the dynamics of the corresponding absorption changes at the maximum
absorption wavelength, λmax. For PAAD-22, the absorbance parallel to the pump polarization
decreases and the one in the perpendicular direction increases, confirming that the molecules
indeed photoalign perpendicular to the polarization of the pump light. The order parameter
calculated from Eq. (2) is S ≃ 0.32, measured at λmax = 366 nm (Fig. 1(e)). As a comparison, the
order parameter for SD-1, another widely used commercially available photoalignment material,
is S ≃ 0.4 at λmax = 372 nm [54]. For PAAD-72, the behavior is different, and it can be seen that
the absorbance in both parallel and perpendicular directions decreases upon light irradiation,
yielding S ≃ 0.13 at λmax = 433 nm (Fig. 1(f)). While the exact cause for this difference is
unknown, it most likely relates to differences in the cis–trans isomerization dynamics between the
two materials and the photostationary state population, which is expected to be more cis-rich for
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PAAD-72 [55,56] due to stronger absorption at the excitation wavelength (488 nm). Nevertheless,
in both materials the photoinduced anisotropy is reversible (Fig. 1(b)), and both act as efficient
photoaligning materials for LCs [57,58]. Hence, high birefringence/order parameter does not
seem to be a prerequisite for efficient LC photoalignment. The birefringence and order parameter
values for all the materials studied are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Experimental measurements of different PAAD films

PAAD Thickness (nm) Birefringence Order param. Modulation (nm) Diff. eff.

22 240 0.18 0.32 0 1.7%

23W 90 0.035 0.13 15 0.6%

22B 210 0.125 0.23 18 0.8%

22C 220 0.002 0.09 38 0.7%

22N 250 0.068 0.06 42 0.9%

22D 100 0.002 0.07 54 0.8%

52 100 0.006 0.05 115 4.2%

22E 120 0.002 0.09 115 3.8%

22D 215 0.002 0.07 140 6.2%

72 270 0.04 0.13 140 5.7%

33W 140 0 0.07 160 8.8%

52 225 0.006 0.05 325 27.2%

We next proceeded to study the SRG formation in the PAAD films under interference
illumination. The used circularly polarized illumination in the Lloyd mirror geometry yielded a
polarization modulation pattern with only minor modulation in the illumination intensity [53].
Our main observation is that for the majority of the samples the SRG formation indeed took
place. Using again PAAD-22 and PAAD-72 as examples, the diffraction signal for both under
interference illumination is shown in Fig. 2(a). For PAAD-72, the diffraction efficiency gradually
increased and saturated after ca. 20 min exposure to a value between 5 and 6%. For PAAD-22
the diffraction dynamics was very different, and the diffraction efficiency instantaneously jumped
to ca. 1.5% and did not change under prolonged irradiation. Clearly the origin of diffraction is
different in the two cases. We also studied the polarization dependence of the SRG formation
for PAAD-72. From Fig. 2(b) it can be seen that circular polarization resulted in the most
efficient SRG formation. p-polarization yielded comparable, yet somewhat weaker diffraction
efficiency, while the diffraction in response to s-polarized pump beam was negligible. This is
in line with observations from many other azobenzene-based systems. [59,60]. For PAAD-72,
AFM characterization confirmed that an SRG was indeed formed. Figure 2(c) shows the final
topography of the inscribed grating after illumination. From the surface profile in Fig. 2(d), the
modulation depth was determined to be 140 nm, with a periodicity around 1 µm. For PAAD-22, in
turn, no SRG was formed. Instead, the diffraction arises from efficient photoalignment, yielding
a bulk birefingence grating at the periodicity dictated by the light interference pattern [44,61].
Hence the material that could be efficiently photoaligned (PAAD-22) yielded no SRG while the
one with low photoinduced birefringence (PAAD-72) exhibited efficient SRG formation.

Comparing SRG formation and photoinduced birefringence in various PAAD materials, it
can be seen more generally that these two processes seem to be negatively correlated to each
other. This observation is summarized in Table 1, which shows that PAAD-52, which is by far
the most efficient SRG-forming material, yields negligible birefringence and photoinduced order
parameter of only 0.05, while on the other end of the spectrum, PAAD-22 does not undergo SRG
formation but yields an order parameter exceeding 0.3. This trend is further highlighted in Fig. 3,
based on which we divide the PAAD materials in two classes – those with high birefringence (e.g.
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Fig. 2. (a) Measured diffraction efficiency as a function of pump illumination time for
PAAD-22 and PAAD-72. (b) Measured diffraction efficiency from PAAD-72 for differently
polarized pump beam. (c) Surface topography from AFM measurements of a surface-relief
grating inscribed on a 270 nm thick PAAD-72 film with an interference pattern of a circularly
polarized 488 nm laser beam of intensity 255 mW/cm2. (d) Cross section of the surface
topography.

PAAD-22), exhibiting “conventional” photoalignment, and those that are good for SRG formation
(e.g. PAAD-52, PAAD-33W), the modulation depth even exceeding the original film thickness.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of surface relief grating formation and photoinduced birefringence in
the PAAD materials studied. Both processes are negatively correlated.
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An interesting combination between the two extremes is PAAD-72. It forms gratings with
moderate height and at the same time, exhibits modest photoinduced birefringence/dichroism.
We believe that PAAD-72 has the potential to combine both properties and can therefore be
used in the future to study the competing effects of topography and photoalignment in LC-based
optical elements [62].

4. Modeling the diffraction efficiency

We have modeled the diffraction efficiency of the surface relief gratings using a Raman-Nath
approximation [63] to get an approximate analytical relation between the experimental parameters
and the diffraction efficiency values. We have verified the accuracy of the approximation by
comparing it to numerical solutions of the full Maxwell equations.

We represent the PAAD film as a layer with one flat boundary adjacent to the glass substrate
and a sinusoidal boundary in contact with air. The film thickness L is assumed to be

L = L0 + ∆L sin
(︂
2π

x
Λ

)︂
, (4)

where L0 is the average film thickness and ∆L the amplitude of the sinusoidal modulation. The
coordinate system is chosen so that the x-axis is parallel the grating wave vector and the z-axis is
perpendicular to the glass-PAAD boundary (see Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram of the PAAD film for the purpose of computing its diffraction
efficiency.

The Raman-Nath approximation neglects diffraction during propagation across the film and
also polarization dependent effects. These are reasonable approximations, the former because
the film thickness is smaller than the light wavelength, the latter because the film anisotropy
is relatively weak. We can justify this last statement by noting that there are two sources of
anisotropy in the film optical response. The first is the intrinsic birefringence of the PAAD
material. However, as can be seen from Table 1, this is in general relatively small with respect
to the PAAD to air refractive index contrast. The second is the polarization dependence of the
Fresnel transmission and reflection formulae. As we are only considering diffraction from normal
incidence beams, the maximum angle between direction of propagation and PAAD-air boundary
is π/4, a range where the polarization effect in the Fresnel formulae is relatively modest and
hence can be considered only a small correction.
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The optical path length for a beam at normal incidence propagating through the film is (see
Fig. 4)

δopt = L′ + ∆L(np − 1) sin
(︂
2π

x
Λ

)︂
, (5)

where L′ = npL0 + ∆L and np is the PAAD (isotropic) refractive index. The refractive index of
air is assumed to be 1.

In the Raman-Nath approximation the only effect of the grating is to modulate the phase of the
incoming linearly polarized beam so that the electric field immediately after the grating can be
written as

E = E0ei(kz−ωt)eiΦeiδ sin(2π x
Λ ), (6)

where k is the wave number in air, ω the angular frequency, Φ a global constant phase factor and
δ = 2π∆L(np − 1)/λ. We use the Jacobi-Anger identity for Bessel functions,

eiδ sin(x) =

+∞∑︂
m=−∞

Jm(δ)eimx, (7)

where Jm are the Bessel function of first kind of order m, to write the field immediately after the
grating as a linear superposition of plane waves, the diffracted orders, [64]

E = E0ei(kz−ωt)eiΦ
+∞∑︂

m=−∞
Jm(δ)eim2πx/Λ. (8)

The intensity of the m-th diffracted order is |E0 |
2J2

m(δ). In non-paraxial Raman-Nath theory,
one can show that the first order diffraction efficiency, ηRN , is given by [65, Eq. (31)]

ηRN =
J2

1(δ)
max∑︂

m=min
J2

m(δ)

, (9)

where the sum in the denominator is restricted to the forward propagating diffracted orders. For
λ = 632 nm and Λ = 1 µm at normal incidence only the waves with m = 0 and m = ±1 are
non-evanescent so that the diffraction efficiency in the Raman-Nath approximation is

ηRN =
J2

1(δ)

J2
0(δ) + 2J2

1(δ)
. (10)

To test the validity of the Raman-Nath approximation, we have also solved the full Maxwell
equations numerically using COMSOL. We have used the “Electromagnetic Waves, Frequency
Domain” Physics Module to simulate the propagation of a monochromatic wave through an
isotropic layered structure comprising an air layer, a PAAD layer with one side flat and one
side sinusoidal, and a glass layer. The entire structure was sandwiched between two perfectly
matched layers to simulate waves propagating from and to infinity. The diffraction efficiency was
computed using a port condition on the outward side of the glass layer.

The results of the two approaches and their agreement with the experimental data for surface
relief gratings summarized in Table 1 is reported in Fig. 5. In estimating the diffraction efficiency
we have assumed that the refractive indices of the different PAAD variants are similar. We have
assumed that the refractive index is np = 1.73, as fitted from thin PAAD film experimental data
[66] using the Iterated Ray Method [67]. A comparison between the curves shows that, even
though the effect of diffraction and polarization become more significant for thicker gratings, the
Raman-Nath diffraction formula (10) is a valid approximation. A second observation that can be
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Fig. 5. Diffraction efficiency of surface relief gratings - The experimental data in Table 1
is represented by the open circles with the PAAD type written next to them. The curves
represent the theoretical diffraction efficiency for a grating with refractive index np = 1.73
computed using the isotropic Raman-Nath formula (10), ηRN , and a Comsol simulation of
the full Maxwell equations for an s- and p-polarizes probe beam, ηs and ηp respectively.

made from these data is that the scattering of the probe is stronger for the s-polarization in the
case of surface relief gratings.

These results are consistent with diffraction efficiency measurements in very thin PAAD films,
measured in separate experiments. Short time (15 s) and low power (10 mW Ar+ laser at 514.5
nm) illumination of thin (20-30 nm) spin-coated PAAD-22E films produced no surface gratings
and a very small diffraction efficiency, approximately 10−6, attributed to a polarization grating
[49]. In more recent experiment, longer (15 minutes) exposure times with larger power (300
mW) in PAAD films of the same thickness gave a diffraction efficiency that was two orders of
magnitude larger [66]. The work on such system is still ongoing, but these preliminary results
indicate that longer exposure and higher intensity can lead to the formation of surface relief
grating even in very thin films. The analysis based on Eq. (10) suggests that a modulation of
approximately 5 nm of the 20-30 nm thick film would have produced the required effect.

5. Conclusion

We have investigated the surface relief grating formation in commercially available, azobenzene-
based photoalignment materials (PAAD, BEAM Co.). The SRG formation was indeed exper-
imentally confirmed, and modelled using Raman-Nath approximation. The best-performing
SRG-forming material, PAAD-52, yielded diffraction efficiency of 27% and grating modulation
depth notably higher than the film thickness. The SRG formation and photoinduced birefrin-
gence/dichroism were found to be negatively correlated, with PAAD-22 having the highest
birefringence (0.18) and PAAD-52 the highest grating amplitude (325 nm). We point out PAAD-
72 as a particularly interesting material, combining both reasonably high photoinduced anisotropy
and SRG modulation height. These two effects, possibly combined with the repeatability of
erasure properties of PAAD [68], may in the future be potentially used as independent control
parameters for controlling LC alignment and anchoring energy on the PAAD layers, opening new
possibilities for real-time-tunable liquid crystal-based optical elements.
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